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CYBERATTACKS ON TEXAS CITIES PUT OTHER GOVERNMENTS ON GUARD
By Kathleen Foody | Associated Press

TEXAS GOVERNOR MEETS WITH TECH
OFFICIALS ABOUT QUELLING HATE
By Clarice Silber | Associated Press

Texas Gov. Greg Abbott on Thursday met in Austin with
officials from some of the world’s biggest tech giants to discuss
ways of combatting extremism in the wake of a mass shooting
in El Paso that left 22 people dead.
The officials from Google, Facebook and Twitter sat down
with state lawmakers and the FBI after Abbott called for a
crackdown on internet sites used by violent extremists in the
immediate aftermath of the shooting. Authorities believe the
gunman posted a racist screed online shortly before carrying
out the Aug. 3 attack.
The Republican governor acknowledged that while officials
thought they took big steps to address the challenges of gun
violence after a 2018 shooting at a local high school left 10
people dead, “obviously ... there are unique issues about what
happened in El Paso that need to be addressed in addition to
the type of violence we saw in the aftermath of Santa Fe.”
Abbott said the series of roundtable discussions would
include looking at “keeping guns of the hands of deranged
individuals while at the very same time making sure that we
can do so in a way that safeguards Second Amendment rights.”
He hasn’t proposed any new major gun control measures.
Thursday’s meeting was also attended by several El Paso Democrats who have pushed for tighter gun restrictions in Texas.
Authorities have said Patrick Crusius, the man charged

with capital murder in the shooting this month at an El Paso
Walmart, confessed that he targeted Mexicans in the attack.
They also believe the 21-year-old railed against immigrants and
an influx of Hispanics in the U.S. in a rambling document that
appeared on the 8chan message board.
It’s unclear what the invited tech platforms will offer or
say in the aftermath of the tragedy. None of the companies
addressed questions about their role after Abbott announced
earlier this week they would come to Austin to discuss the
shooting and how to prevent future attacks.
Michael Pachter, a research analyst with Wedbush Securities,
said the Texas roundtable was the first time he has heard of a
state attempting to regulate internet activity.
“The problem I think all of the tech companies have is they
want to respect the free speech rights of their users and yet
there is a line,” Pachter said.
Abbott said in advance that the meeting would focus on
ways to battle “hateful ideologies,” domestic terrorism, and
cybersecurity threats came as ardent gun-rights supporters and
gun-control advocates made contrasting calls for action.
Gun Owners of America’s Texas chapter held a small rally
outside the Capitol before Abbott’s meeting to protest the possibility of “red flag” laws that would allow guns to be removed
from a person determined to be a danger to themselves or oth

ers. The group also spoke against any “social media monitoring” that might result from the discussions.
Stephen Willeford, who shot back at the gunman who
attacked a church in Sutherland Springs, Texas, in 2017, said
gun owners don’t want more restrictions and that “red flag”
laws do away with due process.
The Giffords Law Center to Prevent Gun Violence released
a new report Thursday on firearm laws and gun violence in
Texas, and geared up for its own town hall in El Paso.
Ari Freilich, an attorney for the organization, said that
among the report’s proposals is disarming hate crime offenders
and others convicted of violent crimes.
According to the report, under Texas law, those convicted
of violent hate crime assaults and hate crimes involving “terroristic threats” of violence are generally able to legally buy and
keep guns immediately after conviction.
“We’ve also seen this before, so we want to make sure the
folks having these conversations know that it’s time for a really
serious conversation that’s responsive to ways in which Texans
are being harmed every day by guns,” Freilich said.
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Cyberattacks that recently crippled nearly two
dozen Texas cities have put other local governments on guard, offering the latest evidence
that hackers can halt routine operations by
locking up computers and public records and
demanding steep ransoms.
Government agencies that fail to keep reliable backups of their data could be forced to
choose between paying ransoms or spending
even more to rebuild lost systems. Officials are
increasingly turning to cybersecurity insurance to help curb the growing threat.
“I think we’re entering an epidemic stage,”
said Alan Shark, executive director of the
Public Technology Institute, which provides
training and other support for local government technology employees. “The bad actors
have been emboldened.”
The attacks, which have been happening
for years, can set governments back decades.
Libraries can’t use electronic checkout systems.
Police can’t access electronic records, and utility bills must be paid with paper checks rather
than online.
Protection is expensive, particularly for
smaller cities whose employees may not be
trained on the latest ransomware, which often
spreads through emails containing malicious
links or attachments. Hackers can also entice
users to visit a compromised website and then
encrypt files stored on a computer or network
until a payment is made.
In Keene, a community of about 6,000
people about 45 miles (72 kilometers) southwest of Dallas, problems began Friday when
computers used by its roughly 50 employees
locked up and prevented any credit card payments, officials said.
Three other cities identified themselves as
victims. A spokeswoman for the city of Borger
declined to comment on security efforts or
costs, and messages for officials in Wilmer and
Kaufman were not returned.
The Department of Homeland Security and
the FBI are working with the affected cities but
declined to release the names of all 22 governments or provide any detail about how the

hackers gained access to their systems.
Cities of all sizes have been targeted in
recent years, including Atlanta, Baltimore,
Newark, New Jersey and Savannah, Georgia.
After a 2018 malware attack, Savannah officials canceled traffic court for weeks. Everything from 311 call center requests to city
permits and licenses were halted or delayed.
Information Technology Director Mark Revenew remained reluctant to discuss details more
than a year later, including how investigators
believe the city’s systems were compromised.
“These guys are like bank robbers,” Revenew said. “They look at what attacks work and
then they replicate it.”
Baltimore officials refused a demand for
about $76,000 in bitcoin to restore access to
the city’s network. Federal prosecutors last
year indicted two Iranian men for ransomware
attacks on more than 200 victims, including
Atlanta and Newark. The attacks netted more
than $6 million and cost the affected governments and companies more than $30 million.
According to the FBI, more than 1,400
ransomware attacks were reported last year,
and victims reported paying $3.6 million to
hackers.
The FBI does not say how many of those
reports came from state or local governments,
but other research suggests they are a growing
target for hackers. Intelligence analyst Allan
Liska recorded 62 ransomware attacks yet this
year on government entities, already exceeding last year’s total of 54 based on local media
reports.
Liska said his review has found government
entities are less likely to pay a ransom than
private companies or individuals. Attacks on
government generate more attention, though,
and hackers seem to be seeking infamy along
with a payout.
Governments are among a growing number
of clients shopping for cybersecurity insurance. Some customers get the coverage as part
of a larger package while others buy a standalone cyber policy. Insurers reported taking
in more than $2 billion in premiums for cyber

coverage last year, according to the insurance
brokerage firm Aon’s June report .
In June, several Florida cities decided to pay
hackers hundreds of thousands of dollars for
a key to decrypt captive data, but officials told
residents that they were only on the hook for a
deductible. Most of the cost was to be covered
by insurers.
The FBI and most professional cybersecurity associations oppose such payouts because
they help attackers continue to target other
victims. But some officials desperate to get
their systems back see it as a better option than
paying millions to recreate thousands of lost
government records.
Shark said he’s heard of governments paying
as much as $20,000 for cyber insurance but
considers that an investment against a system
rebuild that could cost millions.
Cybersecurity experts caution that the
policies are no replacement for basic cyber
“hygiene,” including backing up systems and
data, training employees on the risks of clicking unknown links and regularly installing
updates to hardware and software.
Insurers typically require cyber clients to
complete those steps before issuing a policy
and failing to do so risks a denied claim after
an attack, said Dan Lohrmann of Security
Mentor Inc., a training company.
“Elected officials are getting the message
that this is not just a technology issue or a
security issue but a government competence
issue,” he said.
In the northern suburbs of Chicago, seven
communities banded together in 2014 to share
the cost of contracting with a cybersecurity
firm for added technical support and training.
Amy Ahner, the director of administrative
services for one of the members, said she advocated for the village of Glenview’s purchase
of cyber insurance. She saw it as secondary to
security efforts.
“I have insurance on my car,” she said. “But
what matters most is how I drive it every day.”
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